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A Guideline for Integrating Dynamic Areas of Interests in Existing Eye Movement 1
Environments. -Looking at Moving Aircraft 2
The interaction and observation of dynamic objects is one of the most common actions of 3 intelligent life. Humans routinely analyse their surroundings to find and react to dynamic objects.
4
Example tasks are manoeuvring in traffic or playing basketball. Within those task environments, 5 analysing the movement of dynamic objects, like a car or a ball, helps us to evaluate our current situation.
6
This enables us to select an action to enhance the outcome of our nearest future, such as braking in front 7 of a traffic light or catching the ball. The knowledge on the information gathered to perform a task 8 therefore increases the insight into cognitive processes. The motion of the eye in combination with the 9 used sources of information is defined as eye movement (Seifert, Rötting, & Jung, 2001 ). This article 10 describes an Integration Guideline for Dynamic Areas of Interest (IGDAI) for capturing and integrating 11 dynamic objects into an experimental setup, and combining them with eye movement.
12
Over the past decades, human computer interaction analysis has gained in attractiveness due to 13 the fact that the best product does not only have the best functionality but also an intuitive control 14 concept. This also led to an increase in popularity for eye movement analysis, as it is an objective method 15 for measuring the information gathering process of humans interacting with interfaces. Eye movement 16 analysis has been used in a variety of domains, such as reading (e.g., Castelhano & Rayner, 2008; Granka, 
A GUIDELINE FOR INTEGRATING DYNAMIC AREAS OF INTERESTS 4
The first level analysis requires an algorithm for separation of raw eye movement data into 1 fixations and saccades. For that matter numerous algorithms are already well documented and can be 2 divided by real-time versus post analysis (Duchowski, 2007) and velocity-, area-or dispersion-based 3 (Salvucci & Goldenberg, 2000) . However, in a dynamic task environments smooth pursuits (Reimer & combining eye movement data with dynamic objects is extremely time consuming and specialized only 24 for the described environment (e.g., Papenmeier & Huff, 2010).
As described above, regions within the task environment that are a source of information and 1 useful to the eye movement analysis are considered as AOI. Attributes to describe an AOI within a task 2 environment are identifier, shape and position. The identifier is unique for each AOI within a task 3 environment. Shape defines the area of the AOI. Position defines the centre of the shape in relation to the 4 task environment. The static and dynamic AOI can both be defined using identifier, position and shape.
5
The distinction between static and dynamic AOI can be explained using a coordination system as 6 reference for the areas over time. Static AOI have the same position, shape and size in relation to the 7 reference system at all times. Dynamic AOI change their position, form, orientation, or size in relation to 8 the reference system over time. An example for a dynamic task environment is a radar screen because it 9 contains both types of AOIs. A radar screen normally displays a two dimensional top view of airspace 10 sectors. Assuming that the radar screen is fixed over a particular sector, it provides a two dimensional 
21
The radar screen example above demonstrates the three main issues for applying dynamic AOIs.
22
The first issue (Set-up requirements) is used to configure the environment to capture the needed 23 information. The second issue (Storage requirements) is used to identify the information that have to be 24 recorded and derive a suitable data structure. The third issue (Data Analysis Methods) is used to match eye movement and AOIs. All three issues depend on each other; this means that the solution to the first 1 issue inflicts the solution to the second and third issue. An overall approach that addresses all issues and 2 is universal for the application to any task is needed for applying dynamic AOI's to any environment.
3
Below an overview of existing approaches for combining eye movement and dynamic environments is 4 provided. we will now discuss in detail. As mentioned above, Requirement A concerns the capturing of the eye 12 movement data in relation to a reference system. A solution to fulfil the requirement is to use virtual 13 surfaces as reference systems and map the eye movement onto virtual surfaces that are for example equal 14 to the screens in the environment. Therefore the eye tracker needs to have the capability of defining 15 virtual surfaces for mapping the eye movement onto them. These virtual surfaces should be coherent with the actual monitors that present visual information. E.g. Figure 3 shows the virtual surfaces that cover a Requirement E concerns the storage of AOIs that overlay each other within a task environment.
8
This requirement can be fulfilled by storing the depth information of every AOI in relation to the 9 reference system (Requirement A and C). In 3D task environments the depth information could be 10 described as distance from the dynamic object to the reference system. The dynamic object with the least 11 depth would be the visual object in the foreground unless it is transparent or semi-transparent. In 2D task 12 environments no depth information is available. IGDAI suggests the usage of a layer model for a 2D task 13 environment to put the dynamic objects in order in relation to the reference system. 14 The layer model orders the dynamic objects by high (nearest to the reference system) and low
15
(furthest away from the reference system), but is independent from the task relevance of the visual 16 information. The lowest layer should contain an AOI for the complete reference system (screen) to secure 17 that each eye movement point can be assigned to at least one AOI. The amount and order of applied 18 layers depends on the task environment and can be redefined for each different task environment. 
The IGDAI XML data structure separates ( Table 1   4 shows the XML example implementation of an aircraft shape template in combination with AoiList using 5 the shapes and the update of the screen at second 2.
6 Table 1 ShapeTemplateList, UpdateList, and AoiList implemented in XML. 7
ShapeTemplateList node for an object with 4 points AoiList <ShapeTemplate id="Object_01"> <Outline NumberPoints="4"> <Polygon> <Point x_rel="-0.05" y_rel="-0.05"/> <Point x_rel=" 0.05" y_rel="-0.05"/> <Point x_rel=" 0.05" y_rel=" 0.05"/> <Point x_rel="-0.05" y_rel=" 0.05"/> </Polygon> </Outline> </ShapeTemplate> <DynamicAoi firstSample="22" AOI_ID="Object_A" template="Object_01" /> <DynamicAoi AOI_ID="Object_B" template="Object_01" /> UpdateList node: second 62 from the storing <Update Second="2.0"> <dAOI AOI_ID ="Object A" > <Position x="0.25" y="0.65" Depth="2"/> <Size s="0.25"/> </dAOI> <dAOI AOI_ID ="Object B" > <Position x="0.775" y="0.55" Depth="2"/> <Orientation r="270"/> </dAOI> </Update> mounted eye tracking system could dislocate). Therefore, the degree of accuracy should to be checked in 9 small intervals throughout the capturing of the eye movement, e.g. by calibration points during the 10 experiment. A scale factor for enlargement can be calculated using the tangents of the degree of accuracy 11 (normally expressed in angle), the distance of the participants to the screen and the original size of the 12 AOI on the screen. Figure 6 (1x to 4x) shows the offsetting of the AOI with three different scale factors.
13
If the degree of accuracy cannot be checked during the experiment due to experimental design or task 14 environment constrains, IGDAI recommends using no scale factor (1x) for the eye movement analysis.
15
Even if no scale factor is used, a set of self-selected scale factors can help to determine the quality of the in a different layer we were able to see the extended distribution of eye movement for the example data.
13
In relation to only concentrating on static AOIs this leads to a detailed insight.
14

Conclusion
We introduced the guideline IGDAI, which allows an automated classification of eye movement 1 dependent on static or dynamic AOIs. IGDAI enhances the eye movement analysis by simplifying the 2 integration of capturing dynamic AOIs by a step by step approach of integration. IGDAI is also 3 independent from the used eye tracking technology and the task environment because it structures the 4 flow of information that are necessary for eye movement analysis. It can be applied to simple one screen 5 task environments, but also to complex multiple monitor task environments (e.g. Figure 3 ) or even aircraft 
21
The results showed that IGDAI lowers the effort of using static and dynamic AOIs as a method of 22 eye movement analysis. The application of dynamic AOI is often associated with effort that is not 23 justified by the results. IGDAI changes that and might lead to dynamic AOIs as a standard tool for eye 24 movement analysis.
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